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The building sits on a three-and-a-half-acre site at the southwest corner of campus.

“We must prepare our students with a whole new set of skills to excel in the 21st 

century; they must be adaptable, resourceful, and know the right questions to 

ask — we’re training them for jobs that don’t yet exist.” ✥  ken seward, headmaster

Mr. and Mrs. John Bryan III, who made a major 

gift to The Steward School to celebrate the 

graduation of their daughter, Ellie, a member of 

the Class of 2009.

the Bryan innoVation laB, a 21st-century, 

proBlem-solVing enVironment on the southwest 

corner of campus, is scheduled to open January 2013.

Through experiential learning in this cutting-edge facility, students will grapple 

with real-world issues challenging their critical thinking and resourcefulness. 

By interacting with the building and utilizing its grounds, students will build the 

skills necessary to succeed — and lead — in our rapidly changing world.

The project, made possible by a generous gift from the Bryan Family and several 

other donors, will advance The Steward School’s mission of inspiring discovery 

throughout the learning process. Their gifts not only make the building possible 

but also create an endowment to sustain its innovative programming.



students at the steward school are accustomed 

to proBlem solVing. our faculty teaches and 

models critical thinking at eVery grade leVel, 

in eVery suBJect area.

as we striVe to explore 21st century Best 

practices, the Bryan innoVation laB allows us 

to discoVer and deVelop a range of talents,

aBilities, and skills in our students that will 

help them liVe confidently in the future.

The Bryan Innovation lab will be a used by all JK-12 teachers as a tool to engage 

students. The curriculum will connect different disciplines in a natural and built 

environment that:

✥ features interdisciplinary, hands-on study,

✥ provides new and challenging modes of learning,

✥ necessitates the use of cutting-edge technologies,

✥ emphasizes the value of real-world problem solving.

In the following pages, we highlight the primary learning areas incorporated 

into The Bryan Innovation Lab and curriculum design.

collaBoratiVe,
multi-sensory
learning for 
grades Jk-12 
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innovation studios:
Spaces for scientific inquiry 
using cutting-edge tools, with 
the freedom to get creative, 
innovative, and collaborative

Wellness studio:
A vital teaching space for physical 
and mental exercise and health

Kitchen studio and gardens:
Engaging students in the production, 
preparation, consumption, and 
composting of food, fostering lifelong, 
healthy decision-making skills

outdoor learning environments:
An opportunity for all disciplines to 
explore, create, and care for the outdoor 
environment, helping our children connect 
to and be responsible for the natural world

the core:
Exposed, labeled, and 
metered mechanical 
systems that generate 
real-time data to 
show students how 
the building operates

N

innoVation studios
✥ Two rooms that feature open, flexible spaces with an 

 adjoining  exterior terrace

✥ Plenty of room for students to utilize technology and tools 

 necessary for advanced problem solving 

the core
✥ An exposed, centralized “core” with glass doors housing the  

 building’s operating systems

✥ An intentionally revealing architectural and mechanical design 

 that makes distribution and use of energy understandable 

 and teachable

✥ High-efficiency lighting and 

 windows that use occupancy 

 and light sensors to save energy
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kitchen studio
✥ Demonstration kitchen to teach healthy food preparation and 

 nutrition using items from adjacent class gardens

✥ Built-in video cameras that can record students’ and/or chef

 facilitators’ cooking (shown 

 on overhead screens)

✥ Large, operable-glass wall 

 that opens onto a café terrace 

 with an outdoor kitchen 

 including a grill and wood-

 burning pizza oven

wellness studio
✥ Private flexible space with moveable partitions that can be closed 

 off to create quiet, reflective space

✥ Storage wall that opens to reveal a large TV for instructional 

 video and Skype conferencing

✥ Space to experience alternative, healthy exercise practices

4
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throughout the Bryan laB:
✥ Flexible indoor and outdoor classroom spaces designed for multiple purposes 

 and adaptable for future uses 

✥ Geothermal heat pump that uses the natural temperature of the earth to 

 cool air in the summer and heat air in the winter

✥ Photovoltaic power generation that converts the sun’s energy to electricity

✥ Solar hot water system that will use the sun’s energy to passively heat water 

 for the building

✥ Greywater system to recycle sink water, plus a cistern to collect roof runoff, 

 for landscape irrigation 



inspiring families, 
educators and 
the surrounding 
community The Steward School was one of only 12 

schools in the nation to be awarded a grant 

by The E.E. Ford Foundation in this cycle.

the Bryan innoVation laB is a resource that will 

reach Beyond the steward school. speakers, 

workshops, and site Visits will Be aVailaBle to 

the greater richmond area, promoting inquiry 

and learning in our enVironment and allowing 

us to connect more deeply with the community.

As part of this outreach, a visiting scholar series is in the works and is being 

funded by the Bryan Family and the E.E. Ford Foundation. Experts from a 

variety of areas, such as science, creativity, technology, sustainability, and 

entrepreneurship, will be selected based on their expertise, leadership, and 

innovation. Together, these scholars, our faculty, staff, and students will serve 

as a resource for the community.
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innoVation 
neVer ends 
The Bryan Innovation Lab is a work in progress. Our mission is to continue to live up to its 

purpose. To keep pace with an ever-changing world, The Bryan Innovation Lab will constantly 

adapt to meet current challenges and find creative solutions to living in a world of finite 

resources, but infinite possibilities.

Below are named gift opportunities, legacies that will help The Steward School realize the 

possibilities for generations to come. Please contact the Development Office at 804-565-2306 

for more information.

InterIor InnovatIon SpaceS

1  Innovation Studios $250,000

2  Kitchen Studio  $100,000

3   Wellness Studio  $100,000

4  “The Core”  $ 50,000

exterIor LearnIng SpaceS

5  North Terrace  $100,000

6  Learning Pavilion Named                       
 The William H., John G.,  Emma Scott 
 Foundation

7  The Student Gardens Named                 
 Dr. Shyla M. Ipsen

8  Rain Garden  $ 25,000

9  West Terrace  $ 25,000

10  Entrance Walkway $ 25,000

11  Working Garden $ 25,000

12  Eco-Pond  $ 25,000

13 Discovery Path  $ 10,000

“We invite you to join the 

Bryan family in supporting 

this exciting development 

to further distinguish The 

Steward School and prepare 

our students for success in a 

dynamically changing world.”

✥  ken seward, headmaster



get a sneak peak of the 
bryan innovation lab

successful citizen  leaders, innoVators, 
and entrepreneurs  in the 21st century.

the Steward School

11600 Gayton Road 

Richmond, Virginia 23238

804-740-3394

bryanlab@stewardschool.org

www.stewardschool.org/bryanlab

the Bryan innoVation laB: preparing    our students to Become


